Appendix 1. Conceptual model of Envision’s components.

**Fig. A1.1.** Overview of Envisions components, from Spies et al. (2017). Agents on the landscape have goals based on forest policies, markets and personal objectives for the land they manage. To achieve their goals, agents act on the landscape – e.g. cut trees, manage fuels, firewise their homes – and those actions are modeled the forest management allocator submodel. Simultaneously, the landscape is affected by wildfire, vegetation succession and housing expansion, autonomous change processes that are independent of actor behavior, alter landscape conditions and affect where and how agent’s goals are achieved. At the end of each time step landscape evaluators quantify the production of different landscape services (e.g., wood production, biodiversity, carbon) and the combined effect of all processes – agent-dependent and autonomous – will determine landscape condition which feedbacks into the simulation for the following time step.
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